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This paper introduces two new probabilistic graphical models for reconstruction of genetic regulatory networks using DNA
microarray data. One is an independence graph (IG) model with either a forward or a backward search algorithm and the other
one is a Gaussian network (GN) model with a novel greedy search method. The performances of both models were evaluated
on four MAPK pathways in yeast and three simulated data sets. Generally, an IG model provides a sparse graph but a GN model
produces a dense graph where more information about gene–gene interactions may be preserved. The results of our proposed mod-
els were compared with several other commonly used models, and our models have shown to give superior performance. Addition-
ally, we found the same common limitations in the prediction of genetic regulatory networks when using only DNA microarray
data.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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DNA microarray technology provides the expression
levels of thousands of genes simultaneously. These
expression data are static and hence do not give insight
of how genes interact with each other. Therefore, it is a
challenge to extract valuable gene–gene interaction
information from such a large amount of microarray
expression data. Mathematical and computational mod-
eling is becoming increasingly important as a tool to
capture gene interactions from expression data [1]. This
information can be used as a basis for treating and diag-1532-0464/$ - see front matter  2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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(J. Delabie).nosing diseases. It may also contribute substantially to
our basic understanding of biological processes [2,3].
Recently, many mathematical and computational
approaches for modeling gene regulations have been pro-
posed, such as Boolean networks [4], Bayesian networks
[5], the S-system [6], the Gaussian graphical model [7],
andmodels based on support vectormachines [8] and par-
tial or ordinary diﬀerential equations etc., [1]. Boolean
networks and typical support vector machines assume
that genes are eitherONorOFF (i.e., in binary expression
values), whereas Bayesian networks are often based on
more general discrete expression values [5]. Nevertheless,
the examination of real gene expression measurements
shows that gene expression levels tend to be continuous
rather than in binary or discrete values. Some information
may be lost if one employsmodels that do not take advan-
tage of the continuous nature of expression measure-
ments. The S-system and the Gaussian graphical model
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expression data with limited success, i.e., the S-system is
well suited for the time-series data but does not handle
the human tissue samples well, in addition, it requires a
huge amount of computational resources. The Gaussian
graphicalmodel is very sensitive to the rank order of input
matrix and does not provide information about the causal
relation between paired genes, which is essential for the
reconstruction of genetics networks. The practical appli-
cation of all these methods is also limited by the amount
of available experiment data. Since the number of features
(genes) is often far more than the number of available
samples in microarray experiments, it generates great
challenges to orthodox statistical methods, and also
makes reverse engineering of gene regulatory networks
an extremely diﬃcult problem.
Motivated by these challenges, we have been focusing
on the development of new methods for the large-scale
application on small-sample data with a reasonable
computational resource. In this paper, we contribute
to this development by proposing two new models for
the prediction of genetic regulatory networks using
DNA microarray data, a new independence graph mod-
el, and a new Gaussian network model. Our proposed
models are mathematically based on probability theory
and graph theory, which deal with uncertainty and com-
plexity that are inherent in microarray experiments. The
ﬁrst model is based on an extension of the undirected
Gaussian graphical model [9] for network structure
learning, it performs searching for a directed acyclic
graph inside an undirected graph by using some orienta-
tion rules of graph [10]. The second model is derived
from orthodox Gaussian networks [11], but it combines
a scoring metric with a novel search procedure. The
scoring metric takes a network structure, microarray
expression proﬁles, and also can be used in combination
with users prior knowledge of networks (e.g., the molec-
ular pathways in our study). The model then returns a
score, which is proportional to the posterior probability
of the network structure given the expression data.
Then, the search procedure generates other network
structures for evaluation by the scoring metric [11].
Conducting DNA microarray experiments on a series
of time points following a physiological event provides
us time-series data to examine temporal changes in gene
expression. The interest is to study the eﬀect of time that
it needs for the regulatory genes to express their protein
products and the transcription of the target gene to be
aﬀected (directly or indirectly) by its corresponding reg-
ulator proteins. As a result, we may detect a statistically
signiﬁcant correlation between the expression of a regu-
lator and its target if biologically relevant time slices are
used [12–14]. Thus, we tested our proposed models on
three simulated data sets and several known gene regu-
latory networks, i.e., four MAPK pathways, by using
time-series DNA microarray expression proﬁles. Theaim of this work is to evaluate the robustness of our
newly developed models for practical applications.2. Methods
2.1. Independence graphs
Independence graphs (IG) are a class of probabilistic
graphical models for multivariate random observations
whose independence is characterized by a graph,
G = (V, E), where V is a ﬁnite set of vertices (i.e., vari-
ables of interest such as genes) and E is a ﬁnite set of
edges (i.e., associations between any two variables).
An independence graph is deﬁned by pair-wise Markov
properties, where there is no edge between two vertices/
variables whenever the pair of variables is independent
given all the remaining variables. The resulting undirect-
ed independence graph gives a picture of the pattern of
dependence or pair-wise associations of all possible pairs
of variables [15].
2.2. Independence graph with a forward search algorithm
Given an independence graph, G, and a k-dimension-
al continuous random vector X, with a multivariate nor-
mal distribution, we then use a covariance selection
model to search for the best independence graph consis-
tent with the data. The conditional independence con-
straints are equivalent to specifying zeros in the
parameters in the inverse of the covariance matrix corre-
sponding to the absence of an edge in G [7]. In other
words, two variables are independent given remaining
variables if and only if the corresponding element of
the inverse of the covariance matrix is zero [15].
The independence graph with a forward search algo-
rithm (IGF) can be used to analyze microarray gene
expression data in the following steps:
1. X = (X1,X2, . . . ,Xk) is a k-dimensional vector, k is
the number of genes. An initial graph G is built,
i.e., an empty graph G with k vertices corresponds
to k genes.
2. An iterative algorithm [9] for computing maximum
likelihood estimates of the covariance matrix,
Cov(G), of the initial graph G is then applied.
3. An edge Ei is added into the initial graph, and a new
covariance matrix, denoted as Cov(Ei), is estimated
by the iterative maximum likelihood estimates.
Then, the signiﬁcance of the added edge is tested
by the deviance diﬀerence (devi = N*[log(det(cov
(G)))  log(det(cov(Ei)))], where N is the number
of samples and i represents the ith possible pair-wise
edge of G). The deviance diﬀerence devi has an
asymptotic v2 distribution with one degree of
freedom.
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devi. If it is smaller than the predeﬁned signiﬁcant
threshold (e.g., signiﬁcance level P = 0.05) then the
corresponding edge is added to the initial graph G
and step 2 is reiterated. If the probability value is larg-
er than the threshold, the search is terminated and
then the current undirected independence graph is
retained.
5. Orientation rules [10] were used to ﬁnd a directed acy-
clic graph (DAG) from the resulting undirected inde-
pendence graph from step 4.
6. The ﬁnal result is a DAG, where vertices represent
genes, edges depict associations between a pair of
genes, and the arrows explain the cause and eﬀect
between a pair of genes. Hence, the DAG may reveal
the genetic regulatory networks.
Note: Cov(G) represents the covariance matrix of the
current graph G, and Cov(Ei) represents the estimated
covariance matrix after one edge Ei is added.
By starting from an empty initial graph, the IGF
algorithm is not so sensitive to the rank order of input
matrix comparing to the recent Gaussian graphical
model [7]. Therefore, we would expect an improvement
by applying the IGF to predict gene–gene interactions
when the number of samples is fewer than the number
of genes.
2.3. Independence graph with a forward depth-limited
search algorithm
The IGF algorithm applies an exact search method
that calculates the maximum likelihood estimates of
the covariance matrix at both steps 2 and 3 during each
iteration. It requires a considerable amount of computa-
tions when the number of genes is large. To avoid such
heavy calculations, we also developed a relatively fast
algorithm by combining the independence graph with
an approximate search algorithm, that we called a for-
ward depth-limited search algorithm (IGFD).
Below is a description of the IGFD strategy:
1. X = (X1,X2, . . . ,Xk) is a k-dimensional vector, where
k represents the number of genes. We built an initial
graph, i.e., an empty graph G with k vertices corre-
sponds to k genes.
2. An iterative algorithm [9] is then applied for comput-
ing the maximum likelihood estimates of the covari-
ance matrix Cov(G) of the initial graph. A new
covariance matrix Cov(Ei) is then estimated after
one edge Ei has been added into the graph G. Subse-
quently, the deviance diﬀerence is used to measure the
signiﬁcance of the added edge (devi = N*[log(det(-
cov(G)))  log(det(cov(Ei)))], where N is the number
of samples and i represents all possible pair-wise
edges). The deviance diﬀerence devi has an asymptoticv2 distribution with one degree of freedom. Finally,
all edges are sorted in descending order of their devi-
ance diﬀerences and the label 0 is assigned for all sort-
ed-edges.
3. A depth-limited search function is implemented for
searching edges. Such function is used to ﬁnd out
all possible edges that can be added into graph G
with certain conditions, i.e., the search procedure is
stopped after a manageable number of iterations
or the most signiﬁcant probability value of the
remaining edges is above the threshold (i.e.,
P > 0.7). This results into an undirected indepen-
dence graph.
4. The depth-limited search function requires input ele-
ments (i.e., sorted-edges and a graph G), output ele-
ments (i.e., updated sorted-edges and an updated
graph G), and it involves the following steps
(pseudo-code):
(1) M = length of sorted-edges.
(2) For i = 1 to MIf the label of sorted-edges (i) is 0
Add sorted-edges (i) to graph G then use the
deviance diﬀerence to measure the signiﬁcance
of the added edge.
If the probability value < threshold (i.e., sig-
niﬁcance level P = 0.05) then remove sorted-
edges (i) from sorted-edges, otherwise assign
label 1 to sorted-edges (i) and remove this
edge from G.
End if
End for
(3) If all labels of sorted-edges are 1 then assign 0 to
them.
(4) Return sorted-edges and G.
5. Orientation rules [10] are used to ﬁnd a directed acy-
clic graph (DAG) from the undirected independence
graph.
Note: Cov(G) represents the covariance matrix of
the current graph G, and Cov(Ei) represents the
estimated covariance matrix after one edge Ei is
added.
The technical diﬀerences between the IGF and the
IGFD are their model search methods. The IGF used
a step-by-step exhaustive search procedure, whereas
the IGFD applied an approximated search strategy with
a speciﬁed signiﬁcant probability threshold. In the
IGFD, the calculation of the maximum likelihood esti-
mates of the covariance matrix for all possible edges is
only required at step 2 which signiﬁcantly speeds up
the whole search procedure (comparisons are shown in
Tables 1–4). It seems that by applying IGFD, we save
CPU time and have about the same accuracy in the pre-
diction. For this reason, one may prefer to apply the
IGFD to learn a large genetic regulatory network using
gene expression data.
Table 1
Comparison of learning errors for the PKC pathway
PKC pathway
(13 genes, 46 time points)
% edge existence
errors of commission
% edge direction
errors of commission
% edge existence
errors of omission
CPU time (s)
BN 7.4 3.7 44.4 NA
DBN 0 0 48.2 NA
LDM 0 0 48.2 NA
IGFD: (P = 0.05, OV) 7.4 0 18.5 22
IGFD: (P = 0.2, OV) 11.1 0 11.1 241
IGB: (P = 0.05, OV) 3.7 0 25.9 65
IGB: (P = 0.15, OV) 11.11 0 11.11 125
IGF: (P = 0.05, OV) 7.4 0 18.5 296
EG + GN: (OV) 11.1 0 18.5 289
IGFD + GN: (OV) 11.1 0 22.2 302
IGFD + GN: (UV) 7.4 18.5 7.4 1299
EG + GN: (UV) 11.1 11.1 3.7 1286
BN: Boolean network; DBN: dynamic Bayesian network; LDM: linear diﬀerential model; IGFD: independence graph with forward depth-limited
search algorithm; IGB: independence graph with backward search algorithm; IGF: independence graph with forward search algorithm; EG + GN:
Gaussian networks with empty initial graph; IGFD + GN: Gaussian networks by using the learning results of IGFD as initial graph. OV means
predeﬁned gene ordering and UV represents no predeﬁned gene ordering. NA means not available. P denotes the signiﬁcance level of a v2 test.
Table 2
Comparison of learning errors for the ﬁlamentous pathway
Filamentous pathway
(11 genes, 46 time points)
% edge existence
errors of commission
% edge direction
errors of commission
% edge existence
errors of omission
CPU time (s)
BN 11.8 35.3 17.7 NA
DBN 5.9 0 70.6 NA
LDM 0 11.8 58.8 NA
IGFD: (P = 0.05, OV) 5.9 0 35.3 7
IGFD: (P = 0.3, OV) 5.9 0 29.4 49
IGB: (P = 0.05, OV) 5.9 0 52.9 16
IGB: (P = 0.2, OV) 5.9 0 41.2 18
IGF: (P = 0.05, OV) 5.9 0 35.3 24
EG + GN: (OV) 5.9 0 58.8 86
IGFD + GN: (OV) 5.9 0 58.8 93
IGFD + GN: (UV) 5.9 17.7 35.3 494
EG + GN: (UV) 5.9 5.9 35.3 504
BN: Boolean network; DBN: dynamic Bayesian network; LDM: linear diﬀerential model; IGFD: independence graph with forward depth-limited
search algorithm; IGB: independence graph with backward search algorithm; IGF: independence graph with forward search algorithm; EG + GN:
Gaussian networks with empty initial graph; IGFD + GN: Gaussian networks by using the learning results of IGFD as initial graph. OV means
predeﬁned gene ordering and UV represents no predeﬁned gene ordering. NA means not available. P denotes the signiﬁcance level of a v2 test.
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The backward search algorithm (IGB) of the condi-
tional independence graph has been studied by a num-
ber of authors before, its detailed description is
described elsewhere [7,9]. In this work, we expanded
the resulting undirected graph to a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) by implementing the orientation rules
[10], where DAG may assist us to explore the cause
and eﬀect between a pair of genes.
2.5. Orientation rules of graph
Try to ﬁnd a graph G1, which is a consistent DAG
extension of the undirected graph G:
1. Input the undirected graph G, where V is a set of ver-
tices in G, and A, B, S are disjoint subsets of V. Math-ematically speaking, if there exists a set S ˝ Vn{A, B}
such that A^BjS (i.e., subset A is independent of sub-
set B given subset S), then letting Sep(A, B) = S is
same as removing the edge between A and B. Here,
a Fishers Z-transformed test [16] is used to test if
the correlation is statistically signiﬁcant and check
the conditional independence (i.e., checking for
A^BjS).
2. For all unshielded triples ÆA, B, Cæ (i.e., A is adjacent
to B, and B is adjacent to C, but A is not adjacent to
C) in G, we follow the orientation rule R0 (Fig. 1) to
orient Aﬁ B and Cﬁ B if B 62 Sep(A, C) or in other
words if and only if A, C are dependent conditionally
on every set containing B but not A, C. For more
details, please refer to a similar application of this rule
in the SGS algorithm [17].
3. Find a partially directed graph G1 by using the other
four orientation rules R1, R2, R3, and R4 (Fig. 1).
Table 3
Comparison of learning errors for the Hog pathway
Hog pathway
(13 genes, 46 time points)
% edge existence
errors of commission
% edge direction
errors of commission
% edge existence
errors of omission
CPU time (s)
BN 42.9 4.8 42.9 NA
DBN 4.8 0 61.9 NA
LDM 0 4.8 57.1 NA
IGFD: (P = 0.05, OV) 9.5 0 57.1 4
IGFD: (P = 0.2, OV) 14.3 0 28.6 44
IGB: (P = 0.05, OV) 14.3 0 47.6 27
IGB: (P = 0.15, OV) 14.3 0 33.3 33
IGF: (P = 0.05, OV) 9.5 0 57.1 19
EG + GN: (OV) 9.5 0 52.4 223
IGFD + GN: (OV) 14.3 0 52.4 230
IGFD + GN: (UV) 14.3 9.5 28.6 1148
EG + GN: (UV) 9.5 9.5 23.8 1097
BN: Boolean network; DBN: dynamic Bayesian network; LDM: linear diﬀerential model; IGFD: independence graph with forward depth-limited
search algorithm; IGB: independence graph with backward search algorithm; IGF: independence graph with forward search algorithm; EG + GN:
Gaussian networks with empty initial graph; IGFD + GN: Gaussian networks by using the learning results of IGFD as initial graph. OV means
predeﬁned gene ordering and UV represents no predeﬁned gene ordering. NA means not available. P denotes the signiﬁcance level of a v2 test.
Table 4
Comparison of learning errors for the pheromone pathway
Pheromone pathway
(15 genes, 46 time points)
% edge existence
errors of commission
% edge direction
errors of commission
% edge existence
errors of omission
CPU time (s)
BN 44 36 4 NA
DBN 4 0 76 NA
LDM 4 4 68 NA
IGFD: (P = 0.05, OV) 12 0 56 22
IGFD: (P = 0.3, OV) 28 0 52 215
IGB: (P = 0.05, OV) 32 0 60 113
IGB: (P = 0.15, OV) 36 0 56 160
IGF: (P = 0.05, OV) 12 0 60 250
EG + GN: (OV) 4 0 68 352
IGFD + GN: (OV) 12 0 72 371
IGFD + GN: (UV) 20 8 44 2130
EG + GN: (UV) 12 0 48 2130
BN: Boolean network; DBN: dynamic bayesian network; LDM: linear diﬀerential model; IGFD: independence graph with forward depth-limited
search algorithm; IGB: independence graph with backward search algorithm; IGF: independence graph with forward search algorithm; EG + GN:
Gaussian networks with empty initial graph; IGFD + GN: Gaussian networks by using the learning results of IGFD as initial graph. OV means
predeﬁned gene ordering and UV represents no predeﬁned gene ordering. NA means not available. P denotes the signiﬁcance level of a v2 test.
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ing steps:
a. If G1 has no un-oriented edges then STOP
b. Choose an un-oriented edge A–B from G1
c. Orient Aﬁ B in G1 and close orientations under
rules R1, R2, R3, and R4
d. Go to step a
Detailed description and proof of the orientation
rules are available in [10].
The original idea of independence graph algorithm
came from the early work by Verma and Pearl [18], where
they constructed an undirected independence graph be-
fore searching for a directed acyclic graph. Later, Spirtes
et al. proposed a variation of their idea [17] by setting the
initial graph in their PC algorithm to the undirected inde-
pendence graph, rather than the complete undirected
graph and then proceed in the same way. They called this
independence graph algorithm. In our work, we used thesame strategy as they did, butwe applied alternativemeth-
ods to build the undirected independence graph, i.e., a
Gaussian graphical model, and a search for the directed
acyclic graph with Meeks origination rules [10,19]. To
our knowledge, this work is the ﬁrst in the literature to
have a Gaussian graphical model combined with graph
orientation rules. In addition, we will explain shortly
about the v2 test that is used in the independence graph
algorithms, where the model selection procedure is based
on the deviance diﬀerence between the initial model M0
and the estimated modelMi (i.e., having added one edge
Ei into the initial graph G). In other words, it is the diﬀer-
ence between the maximized log likelihood value under
modelM0 and the maximized log likelihood value under
Mi. The mathematical formula of deviance diﬀerence is
devi = N*[log(det(Cov(G)))  log(det(Cov(Ei)))] which
has been used by a number of authors before [7,9]. Under
M0, devi has an asymptotic v
2 distribution with degree of
Fig. 1. Simpliﬁed schematics of orientation rules. Orientation rules
R0, R1, R2, R3, and R4 that have been used in independence graph
models to ﬁnd a consistent DAG extension of undirected graph.
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eters between M0 and Mi. Its derivation can be found in
Edwardss book [15].
2.6. Gaussian networks
We consider X = (X1, . . . ,Xn) to be a set of random
variables (genes), where xi denotes a value of Xi, the
ith component of X. Statistically speaking, a probabilis-
tic graphical model for X is a graphical factorization of a
joint probability density function.
The network structure of X is a directed acyclic
graph. In this work, we assume that each variable is con-
tinuous, and each local density function is a linear-re-
gression model.
Given this form, a missing arc from Xj to Xi implies
that the corresponding regression coeﬃcient is zero in
the linear-regression model. And the resulting probabi-
listic graphical model is a Gaussian network.
Geiger and Heckerman had described a scoring met-
ric for Gaussian networks with continuous variables.
The metric is based on the fact that the normal-Wishart
distribution is conjugate with respect to the multivariate
normal distribution. This allows us to obtain a closedformula for the computation of the marginal likelihood
of the data given the structure. The detailed description
of the scoring metric and the validity is previously de-
scribed [11]. From this scoring metric, it can be proved
that the marginal likelihood for a general Gaussian net-
work can be calculated. (Please refer to Appendices A
and B for details.) Thus, we obtain a metric for scoring
the marginal likelihood of an arbitrary Gaussian net-
work structure. For our purpose, we assume the prior
probabilities of all network structures are equally likely.
Since the number of Gaussian network structures
grows very rapidly as a function of the variables [21],
we implemented a novel search method—a combination
of partial correlation coeﬃcients [22] with an iterative
greedy hill-climbing algorithm—to ﬁnd a good solution
in large spaces. For this search method, in each step we
apply a greedy search algorithm [20] until it reaches a lo-
cal maximum, then we perturb the current network
structure according to the signiﬁcance of a pair of edges
and repeat the search for a manageable number of iter-
ations, i.e., change the structure of a pair of edges if its
partial correlation coeﬃcients belongs to L percentages
of the least signiﬁcant edges, L is the learning rate which
deﬁned as a function with L = a(b/a)i/n where a is the
maximum perturbation rate, b is the minimum perturba-
tion rate, i = 0,1,2, . . . ,n and n is the number of itera-
tions (a = 0.8, b = 0.2 and n = 20 in this study). This
search method prevents the greedy search algorithm
from getting stuck at a local maximum and often pro-
vides better results than the random perturbation of net-
work structure [20].
Finally, we would like to clarify some potential mis-
understandings between the common independence
graph algorithm and the Bayesian search approach used
in the Gaussian networks. The ﬁrst approach [17,18]
uses tests of conditional independence to construct sets
of DAGs that impose the same conditional indepen-
dence relations. The second approach [5,11] uses a
Bayesian scoring metric combined with a search algo-
rithm to look for the DAG with the highest posterior
probability. Hence, the independence graph approach
and the Bayesian search approach are two distinct
approaches to learn the DAGs [20].
2.7. Evaluation methodology
The methodology [20] used for measuring the learn-
ing accuracy of various algorithms is as follows: we
quantify the learning accuracy by measuring the diﬀer-
ences of network structures between the true networks
(i.e., the experts domain knowledge of the pathway)
[23] and the predicted networks. The results are scored
by three measures: (1) false positive rate: the percentage
of edge existence errors of commission (EEEC) (i.e., the
number of edges that are adjacent or connected in the
predicted network but not in the true network divided
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ﬂects the errors of edge generation by the probabilistic
model), (2) edge direction errors: the percentage of edge
direction errors of commission (EDEC) (i.e., the number
of edges that have diﬀerent arrow directions between the
predicted network and the true network divided by the
total number of edges in the true network), (3) false neg-
ative rate: the percentage of edge existence errors of
omission (EEEO) (i.e., the number of edges that are
adjacent or connected in the true network but not in
the predicted network divided by the total number of
edges in the true network. This reﬂects the errors of edge
omission by the probabilistic model).
Some edge existence errors of commission are more
informative than others [24]. They link genes that are
not in a direct parent–child relationship but are still
nearby in the pathway, and those informative edges
are going to provide crucial information when we ex-
plore some unknown biological pathways. For this rea-
son, the informative edges will not be considered in our
edge existence errors of commission (i.e., predicted path-
ways Aﬁ C, Aﬁ D or Bﬁ D will not be included in
edge existence errors of commission if the true pathway
is Aﬁ Bﬁ Cﬁ D).3. Results using real experimental data
3.1. Objective
We applied our independence graph model with a
forward search algorithm (IGF), our independence
graph model with a forward depth-limited search algo-
rithm (IGFD), our independence graph model with a
backward search algorithm (IGB), and our Gaussian
networks (GN) model with a novel greedy search meth-
od on microarray gene expression data to explore the
potential gene–gene interactions. All models are imple-
mented in MATLAB, and run under Windows 2000
operating system of a portable PC with one Pentium
processor.
3.2. Sources of experimental data for the MAPK
pathways
The microarray data for the mitogen-activated pro-
tein kinase (MAPK) pathways in yeast were obtained
from the web supplement of the publication of Roberts
et al. [23] (http://www.rii.com/publications/2000/
s287873.htm). This data set has a large number of time
points (46 time points) and had been studied by a num-
ber of authors before [25,26]. In addition, the MAPK
pathways are among the most thoroughly studied net-
works in yeast, thus making them perfect for testing
our newly developed approaches and for verifying the
biological relevance of the recovered networks.3.3. Processing of data for the MAPK pathways
Forty-six experiments and 6221 genes were consid-
ered in this study. There were less than 20% missing val-
ues across all experiments. The preprocessing of
microarray data was the same as in the original publica-
tion. The missing data were imputed by the K-nearest
neighbour method [27] and the raw ratios were log 10
transformed before further analysis. From this dataset,
we selected 13 genes (WSC1, WSC2, WSC3, MID2,
RHO1, PKC1, BCK1, MKK1, MKK2, MPK1, SWI4,
SWI6, and RLM1) to reconstruct the PKC pathway,
11 genes (SHO1, RAS2, CDC42, STE20, STE11,
STE7, KSS1, RST1, RST2, STE12, and TEC1) to
reconstruct the Filamentous pathway, 13 genes (SLN1,
SHO1, YPD1, SSK1, STE20, STE11, SSK2, SSK22,
PBS2, HOG1, MSN2, MSN4, and MCM1) to learn
the HOG pathway, and 15 genes (STE2, STE3, STE4,
STE18, STE5, CDC42, STE20, BNI1, STE11, STE7,
FUS3, FAR1, RST1, RST2, and STE12) to reconstruct
the pheromone pathway. The gold standards of the four
MAPK pathways were adopted from the original publi-
cation [23] (Fig. 2).
3.4. Model evaluation and prediction of the MAPK
pathways
From the result of structure learning of the four
MAPK pathways, we found that the IGFD is the most
eﬃcient model. It provided the about same results as
the IGF, but required much less learning time, i.e., 4
to 22 s versus 19 to 296 s (Tables 1–4). On the other
hand, the GN model gave the most accurate results
for all tested pathways (Tables 1–4), but it required
the longest learning time, i.e., 494–2130 s for no prede-
ﬁned gene ordering (Tables 1–4). The true network
structures of the PKC, the ﬁlamentous growth and
the HOG pathways are rather similar (Fig. 2), except
that there are negative gene regulations in the ﬁlamen-
tous growth and the HOG pathways. This may explain
the high percentages of EEEO in the ﬁlamentous
growth (29.4–58.8%) and the HOG (23.8–57.1%) path-
ways (Tables 2, 3), but relatively low percentages of
EEEO (3.7–25.9%) in the PKC pathway (Table 1).
For the percentages of EEEC, there are no big diﬀer-
ences among the PKC (3.7–11.1%), the ﬁlamentous
growth (5.9%) and the HOG (9.5–14.3%) pathways
(Tables 1–3) across all models. At the end, we found
that the pheromone pathway has the most complicated
network structure (Fig. 2), which had a surprisingly
high percentage of EEEO (44–72%) and its percentage
of EEEC was nearly two times higher than the rest of
the MAPK pathways (Table 3). Besides, we had gained
only a little improvement in its network structure
learning when we applied a less stringent signiﬁcance
level, i.e., P = 0.3, (Table 4) in IGFD. The predicted
Fig. 2. Simpliﬁed schematics of four MAPK pathways in yeast. Lines show direct eﬀects, arrows imply positive regulation, and bars imply negative
regulation.
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3) and the rest of reconstructed MAPK pathways are
available in our web supplement [37].
Finally, we applied existing models such as the Bool-
ean network (BN), the dynamic Bayesian network
(DBN) and the linear diﬀerential model (LDM) [28] to
the same datasets, i.e., the microarray data of four
MAPK pathways, and the identical evaluation method-
ology [20] was used to illustrate the accuracy of their
predictions (Tables 1–4). The EEEC of the DBN and
the LDM had the same structure throughout all path-
ways and were approaching the best results that had
been obtained by our GN and IGFD models. The BN
had extremely high EEEC for the last two pathways,
and the DBN and the LDM had nearly two times higher
EEEO than the GN and the IGFD. Generally, the BN
has the poorest performance among all models which
had also been noted in early studies [28]. The DBN
and the LDM often retrieve much fewer gene–gene
interactions than the GN and the IGFD models (Tables
1–4). Overall, our newly developed models (GN and
IGFD) outperformed those previously existing models
in this study (Table 5).Fig. 3. Predicted gene–gene interactions that related to the PKC
pathway by applying IGFD on microarray data (signiﬁcance level of a
v2 test P = 0.05). The lines show direct eﬀects, with arrows represent-
ing for the direction of regulation. Other predicted pathways can be
found in the web supplement [37].4. Results using simulated data
4.1. Objective
To evaluate the accuracy of our newly developed
models, we applied the IGFD model, the most eﬃcient
model of our currently proposed approaches, and the
well-known PC algorithm [17] on three simulated datasets. The reason that we compared these two is because
of the fact that they are the only two models investigated
in this study that allow both continuous input data and
for application to a small sample size.
Table 5
Summary of all models investigated in this study
Algorithm Data type Allow for
small
sample size
Assumption
of linear
relationship
Assumption
of normality
Accuracy in
this work
Information regarding
quality and strength
of the gene–gene interactions
Speed
PC Continuous YES YES YES Marginal YES Fast
BN Binary NO NO NO Poor NO NA
DBN Discrete NO NO NO Marginal NO NA
LDM Continuous NO YES YES Poor NO Slow
IGFD Continuous YES YES YES Good YES Fast
IGF Continuous YES YES YES Good YES Slow
IGB Continuous NO YES YES Marginal YES Slow
IGFD + GN Continuous NO YES YES Good NO Slow
EG + GN Continuous NO YES YES Good NO Slow
PC: Spirtes PC algorithm; BN: Boolean network; DBN: dynamic Bayesian network; LDM: linear diﬀerential model; IGFD: independence graph
with forward depth-limited search algorithm; IGF: independence graph with forward search algorithm; IGB: independence graph with backward
search algorithm; IGFD + GN: Gaussian networks by using the learning results of IGFD as initial graph; EG + GN: Gaussian networks with empty
initial graph.
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Based on the structures of three randomly pro-
duced directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), we generated
the sample data by using the TETRAD program
[36]. Each of the three DAGs involves eight vertices
and a completely diﬀerent network structure [37].
The size of simulated sample data ranges from 40
to 1000.
4.3. Model evaluation and prediction of randomly
generated DAG
By using the same model evaluation method [20] as
before, we compared the performance of IGFD with
PC algorithm [17]. The gold standard of our test is
based on the topology of three DAGs that generated
sample data for this study. The comparisons of the
edge existence errors of commission (EEEC) and the
edge direction errors of commission (EDEC) are not
so sensitive to the number of samples that used in the
learning. But the edge existence errors of omission
(EEEO) are extremely dependent on the size of sample
data. For example, both PC and IGFD achieved a
nearly four-fold improvement of their performance
when the number of samples increased from 40 to
1000. This may also explains the reason of high EEEO
in the prediction of genetic regulatory networks using
real microarray data (Tables 1–4). Since the number
of available microarray experiments is not so adequate
for all learning models, i.e., we only have 46 micro-
array experiments to learn the causal relations of 10–
15 genes and their possible interactions during this
study. Overall, our IGFD model clearly outperformed
the popular PC algorithm (Fig. 4), where it has a sig-
niﬁcantly lower EEEO and EDEC than the PC algo-
rithm. All predicted networks of IGFD are available
in our web supplement [37].5. Results of sensitivity test
5.1. Objective
In the early studies, we knew that both independence
graph algorithms and Gaussian networks have better
performance than other existing methods. Especially,
the IGFD has the best performance among all indepen-
dence graph algorithms according to its speed and accu-
racy. Therefore, we selected IGFD and Gaussian
networks to test the robustness of their network recon-
struction when the input microarray data is noisy.
5.2. Model evaluation and sensitivity test
We applied IGFD and Gaussian networks on the
same microarray data that had been used before, i.e.,
data for the four MAPK pathways. To evaluate their
robustness against some noise in microarray data, we
used a leave-one-out test. For each test, we were ran-
domly selecting one gene from the full data set and
replacing its processed and normalized gene expression
ratios by some random values (generated from the stan-
dard normal distribution) then computed the error rates
of IGFD or Gaussian networks based on the same eval-
uation methods that had been used in early section.
Such test was repeated ten times for each data set and
each model, the average error rate of those tests were
shown in (Tables 6a and 6b), where we found that both
EEEC and EEEO of the IGFD and GN are quite stable
and robust regarding the bias introduced in input data,
and their results are very mildly aﬀected by the noise.
6. Conclusions and discussion
In this work, we have presented two novel models
with completely diﬀerent learning stratagems for the re-
verse engineering of gene regulatory networks using
Fig. 4. The percentages of the edge existence errors of commission, the edge existence errors of omission, and the direction errors of commission in
relation to the sample size of three randomly generated directed acyclic graphs. PC: Spirtes PC algorithm; IGFD: our independence graph with
forward depth-limited search algorithm; P denotes the signiﬁcance level of a v2 test.
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with either a forward or a backward search algorithm
(IGF, IGFD and IGB), and the other one is a Gaussian
network (GN) model with a novel greedy search meth-
od. Both approaches contain some implicit assumptions
that need to be critically assessed. First, they are all
based on the multivariate normality assumption. In gen-eral, this appears not to be a problem given that the
expression levels of all genes have been appropriately
processed and normalized [38]. In this study, we log-
transformed raw ratios then the data were further stan-
dardized to have a mean zero and variance of one. This
may be a good approximation of normality in many
cases. However, we are well aware that both models
Table 6a
Comparison of the IGFD learning errors by leave-one-out test
IGFD (P = 0.05) % of EEEC (AV) % of EEEO (AV) % of EEEC (FL) % of EEEO (FL)
PKC pathway 7.4 22.9 7.4 18.5
Filamentous pathway 5.3 41.7 5.9 35.3
Hog pathway 9.5 55.2 9.5 57.1
Pheromone pathway 11.6 60 12 56
IGFD: independence graph with forward depth-limited search algorithm; EEEC: edge existence errors of commission; EEEO: edge existence errors
of omission. AV means the average error rate of ten times leave-one-out test (randomly select one gene from the full data set and replace its processed
and normalized expression ratios with some random values). FL represents the error rate of full data set. P denotes the signiﬁcance level of a v2 test.
Table 6b
Comparison of IGFD + GN learning errors by leave-one-out test
IGFD + GN: (UV) % of EEEC (AV) % of EEEO (AV) % of EEEC (FL) % of EEEO (FL)
PKC pathway 7.4 12.2 7.4 7.4
Filamentous pathway 5.9 42.4 5.9 35.3
Hog pathway 10.5 44.7 14.3 28.6
Pheromone pathway 16.8 40.8 20 44
IGFD + GN (UV): Gaussian networks by using the learning results of IGFD as initial graph; EEEC: edge existence errors of commission; EEEO:
edge existence errors of omission. AV means the average error rate of ten times leave-one-out test (randomly select one gene from the full data set and
replace its processed and normalized expression ratios with some random values). FL represents the error rate of full data set.
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ity is present in the data. There are approaches that al-
low us to test for normality [39] but for small samples
this may turn out to be very diﬃcult.
We tested our proposed models on several known
biological pathways, i.e., four MAPK pathways (Fig.
2), and three simulated data sets (Fig. 4). The GN model
often provides the best prediction results (EEEC = 2.1–
12%) and retrieves more gene–gene interactions than the
IG models, (Tables 1–4), but it suﬀers from a long learn-
ing time. For the IG models, with a stringent signiﬁ-
cance threshold (i.e., P = 0.05), often give sparse
graphs where a few of weak gene–gene interactions
may be missed, this may explain the percentages of
EEEO for IGFD (i.e., 18.5, 35.3, 57.1, and 56%) in (Ta-
bles 1–4). However, we may obtain a result as good as
the GN model if the signiﬁcance level of the IG models
is well selected, e.g., the EEEO of the EG + GN (3.7,
35.3, 23.8, and 48%) versus the EEEO (with P= or
>0.2) of the IGFD (11.1, 29.4, 28.6, and 52%) in (Tables
1–4). On the other hand, the IG models may have fewer
errors in retrieving gene–gene interactions i.e., the per-
centages of EEEC (with P = 0.05) for the IGFD (7.4,
5.9, 9.5, and 12%) in (Tables 1–4), its predicted networks
are available in our web supplement [37]. Thus, the IG
models probably have a particularly advantage for the
exploration of unknown genetic regulatory systems
using DNA microarray data. These models can be used
to help to formulate hypotheses in a probabilistic frame-
work and allow their full implications to be investigated
and recognized. Consequently, the wet-laboratory work
and the clinical experimentations will then be concen-
trated at the validation of a smaller number of carefully
chosen model predicted crucial genes that may deter-mine the genetic regulations encapsulated in the path-
way of interest.
Additionally, we had compared performances of our
newly developed models with previously existing mod-
els, i.e., the BN, the DBN, the LDM and the PC algo-
rithm, where our models showed better prediction
results (Tables 1–4), a summary of this comparison is
available in (Table 5). We also knew that the accuracy
of reconstructed networks is strongly correlated with
the number of samples, hence we conducted a simula-
tion study to look at the sample size eﬀect (Fig. 4).
The sensitivity tests of the IGFD model and Gaussian
networks (Tables 6a and 6b) reveal that introducing ran-
dom noise has only aﬀected our newly proposed
approaches mildly. However, for any real biochemical
networks, there are three levels of observations (gene
expression at the mRNA level, the protein level, and
the metabolite level) will be needed for accurate descrip-
tions of cellular biochemical system. It has been noted
that genes often do not interact directly with other genes
in any global biochemical network, but gene induction
or repression often occurs through the actions of speciﬁc
proteins. Gene expression can also be aﬀected directly
by metabolites or protein–metabolite complexes. In this
work, we simpliﬁed the global biochemical network to a
gene network (genetic regulatory or expression net-
work), and assumed that the gene expression proﬁles
of the regulator (i.e., a signaling molecule or a transcrip-
tion factor) provide information on its activity levels.
Such concordant changes in the expression of both the
regulators and their targets might allow our approach
to detect statistical associations between them [29]. De-
spite the fact that some important information can be
obtained from mRNA expression data, the use of addi-
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with the mRNA expression data will be highly recom-
mended when the network structure becomes more com-
plex. We may then be able to achieve a more accurate
view of a complex gene regulatory system when we have
suﬃcient experimental measurements.
In conclusion, all of our proposed models had shown
promising results on three simulated data sets and the
reconstruction of the MAPK pathways in yeast. In par-
ticular, the IGFD model not only has the algorithmic
eﬃciency for network structure learning, but also has
the ﬂexibility and robustness to extract the network
structure with various signiﬁcance levels. Nevertheless,
its results may be well dependent on the selection of
its signiﬁcance level as we had illustrated [37]. With a
higher signiﬁcance level, i.e., the P value of v2 test
<0.05, the IGFD model mostly provides gene–gene
interactions with stronger data support; if the signiﬁ-
cance level is lower, i.e., P > 0.1, then more weaker
gene–gene interactions will be included. Overall, our
present work aimed to investigate whether the proposed
new models are applicable to microarray data with lim-
ited samples in order to reconstruct genetic regulatory
networks [14,20,29–32]. We plan to keep reﬁning our
probabilistic models for network structure learning with
the increase in suﬃciency of biological measurements,
i.e., combining appropriate experimental designs with
the use of DNA microarrays, and integrating the data
of binding sites of transcription factors with appropri-
ately analyzed expression data and with data on the
occurrence of upstream sequence motifs or protein–pro-
tein interactions [25,30,33–35].Acknowledgments
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A probabilistic graphical model for X is a graphical
factorization of a joint probability density function. It
can be represented as:pðX 1; . . . ;XnÞ ¼
Y
ði¼1;...;nÞ
pðX ijpi; hiÞ.
For every variable Xi, pi represents the parents of Xi,
and hi represents a ﬁnite set of local parameters,
hi = (mj, bji, vi), where mj is the unconditional mean of
Xj, bji is the linear coeﬃcient reﬂecting the strength of
the relationship between Xi and Xj, and vi is the condi-
tional variance of Xi given values for pi [11]. The net-
work structure BS for X is a directed acyclic graph,
which indicates the assertions that Xi and
{X1, . . . ,Xn}npi are independent given pi. Here, we as-
sume that each variable is continuous, and each local
density function is a linear regression model:
pðX ijpi; hiÞ ¼ N X i;mi þ
X
ðX j2piÞ
bjiðX j  mjÞ; 1=vi
0
@
1
A.
Given this form, a missing arc from Xj to Xi implies that
bji = 0 in the linear-regression model. And the resulting
probabilistic graphical model is a Gaussian network.Appendix B
From the scoring metric for Gaussian networks, it
can be proved that the marginal likelihood for a general
Gaussian network can be calculated by
pðDjBSÞ ¼
Y
ði¼1;...;nÞ
pðD½X i ;pijBScÞ=pðDpi jBScÞ;
where each term is of the form,p(D jBSc) = (2p)nN/2(m/
(m + N))n/2 C(n,a)/C(n, a + N)j T0ja/2jTN j(a + N)/2,
D[Xi,pi] is the dataset (all instances of X) D restricted to
the variables Xi [ pi and C(n,a) deﬁned as follow:
Cðn; aÞ ¼ 2an=2pnðn1Þ=4
Y
ði¼1;...;nÞ
Cðaþ 1 iÞ=2Þ
" #1
Thus, we obtain a metric for scoring the marginal likeli-
hood of an arbitrary Gaussian network structure BS.
The discussion of relevant parameters a, m, T0, l0 and
the prior probabilities P(BS) for learning Gaussian net-
works is shown in [11]. For our purpose, we assume
the prior probabilities of all network structures are
equally likely.References
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